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Executive Summary
The first Enterprise Architecture (EA) Hackathon was organized by a team from the Technology &
Human Factors Branch at Headquarters Supreme Allied Commander Transformation (HQ SACT) and
took place from 4 to 8 April 2016 in Krakow, Poland. The event was a response to growing demand for
the architectural products and services in NATO organization and beyond. It followed the direction
given by North Atlantic Council (NAC) [1], which directly calls for the establishment of Enterprise
Architecture discipline as a mechanism to foster interoperability, standardization, and improve
operational effectiveness and cost efficiency.
The EA Hackathon event was designed by the group of experts participating in the Enterprise
Architecture track at the Fall 2015 TIDE Sprint. Driven by the need to increase productivity and quality
of architectural products the group decided to adopt a hackathon model that would address modelling
and coding challenges:




The modelling challenge was calling for the development of the architectural models,
visualizations and methods supporting recently approved by North Atlantic Council (NAC)
Mission Threads Capstone concept implementation.
The coding challenge was seeking for a software solutions that would accelerate the adoption
of C3 Taxonomies endorsed by NATO C3 Board. The solutions space was widely open for the
implementers who were encouraged to use the emerging software technologies while
developing final solutions.

Participants in the hackathon delivered an unprecedented number of tangible products and solidified
the community of Enterprise Architecture stakeholders. More than 20,000 lines of code, tens of
models and accompanying pages of analytical work have been produced by the participants from
nations, industry and academia during the weeklong event. All were developed as solutions to the
coding and modelling challenges.
The event provided outcomes that directly support operational needs and therefore add value to the
NATO Enterprise. The results of the modelling challenge has been used right away by Multinational
Capability Development Campaign (MCDC) community and by Mission Threads Capstone
implementers, while the outcome of the coding challenge is being incorporated into the ACT’S
architectural software baseline in order to support capability development process. The final products
will also allow ACT to build a body of knowledge for the NATO and National architects, operational
analysts and requirement engineers in order to increase the maturity of the EA discipline and to
enhance tools suite at EA stakeholders’ disposal. The products created during the Hackathon will
remain in the open-source domain, allowing all the participants to easily capitalize on the EA
Hackathon outcome.
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Background
In spring 2009 a group of NATO and National Architects met at TIDE Sprint to build a Community of
Interest (COI) to innovate and transform the Enterprises by applying the frameworks, tools and
techniques of the Enterprise Architecture discipline. The TIDE Sprint Enterprise Architecture track was
born, and quickly has become one of the most popular tracks of the TIDE Sprint events.
The community grew, reaching 100+ registered participants in 2015. Throughout the years the main
objectives of the group remain constant and are:




To foster relationships among NATO and National bodies using and promoting an Enterprise
Architecture approach.
To meet in a peer-to-peer format to share architecture methods, techniques, and tools
supporting transformation and innovation within the NATO Enterprise.
To review and harmonize current and future architectural activities and initiatives

The EA COI work led to joint ventures among participants and contributed to the production of
architectures, improvements to the capability development process, and the Communication and
Information Systems (CIS) interoperability and standardization levels within NATO. EA COI driven
architectural products include the Consultation, Command and Control (C3) Taxonomy and C3
Technical Services Taxonomy [2] [3].
The EA COI also influenced the work conducted by NATO
policy makers that resulted in the approval by the NAC of
the C3 Alliance Strategy [1] that called for the
implementation of a NATO EA discipline. The C3 Alliance
strategy guides the development of EA policies and
directives that orchestrate the NATO organization and its
interactions with Nations and partner organizations.
To increase the speed of adoption and to improve the maturity of the EA discipline, the EA COI
proposed a more “hands-on” experience by bringing together the EA stakeholders to develop
transformational products. This is critical as the number of architectural products increases and the
lack of exchange mechanisms and standardization hampers further evolution of the EA discipline.
Following industry best practice, it was agreed at the Fall 2015 TIDE Sprint to use a Hackathon format
to change NATOs approach to the EA discipline. It allowed participation of experts who, although not
usually involved in NATO EA, could provide eye-opening ideas to the NATO EA COI. At the same time
the teamwork and on-site prototyping of solutions would allow for rapid idea-to-solution cycles.
Lastly, the hackathon format would bring a competitive aspect that shouldn’t be underestimated. The
following definition for the EA Hackathon were agreed:
An event where enterprise architects, software developers, and experts from related fields would
meet as a team to compete against one-another to solve challenges that would rapidly develop
solutions for NATO EA problems by applying the architecture methods, tools and techniques.
The aim of the 1st NATO EA Hackathon was to create an environment for experts with an interest in
businesses innovation and transformation to competitively work on challenges that, so far, had limited
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the adoption of the EA discipline. Teams would compete to identify solutions to specific challenges
through innovation, by engaging diverse stakeholders and by improving participants understanding of
the EA challenges faced by the NATO Alliance. The products of the EA Hackathon will contribute to the
increase of EA discipline business value, its recognition and maturity in NATO and beyond.

Aim
The aim of this report is to outline the conduct of the 1st NATO EA Hackathon, the participants and
challenges and the results and benefits achieved.

Objectives
The objectives of the 1st NATO EA Hackathon were to:





To promote EA discipline by sharing knowledge and increase synergies in the EA community.
To find solutions to architecture challenges that would be difficult to solve by traditional
means.
To develop innovative architectural models, views, and methods for the challenges.
To develop code for software based solutions for the “quick win” business cases.

EA Hackathon Challenges
The Hackathon addressed two related challenges. A Modelling challenge and a Coding challenge,
both described in outline below.

Modelling Challenge – Mission Threads
The modelling challenge supported the Mission Threads Capstone Concept development. Eight teams
of Enterprise Architects and Software Engineers participating in this challenge to address the
practicalities of the Mission Threads implementation and developed independent solutions within the
context of a civil-military scenario. The solutions and ideas that emerged will contribute to a method
that will institutionalize an approach to developing future NATO Mission Threads. On completion the
results of this Challenge were also adopted by a MCDC project. Full details of Modelling Challenge are
available in the Annex A.

Coding Challenge – C3 Taxonomies
The coding challenge required Hackathon teams to find innovative ways of increasing the use of the
C3 Taxonomy, which have become the “lingua franca” for NATO and national CIS communities. The
teams participating in Coding Challenge delivered a rich set of software components that will help to
enrich the software toolset used by the C3 Taxonomy stakeholders. Solutions addressed the use of
repositories, exchange mechanisms, visualization and configuration control aspects. Full details of
Coding Challenge are available in the Annex B.
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Teams
The first EA Hackathon was a week in
duration and brought together 40
participants from HQ SACT and the
NATO
Communications
and
Information (NCI) Agency, National Government and Defense organizations, industry and academia.
The list of companies participating in the event included CoherenSEA, COMARCH, Front End, Hewlett
Packard Enterprise (HPE), MooD International, No Magic and Syntell. The international community
included participants from Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom and the United
States. This diverse audience was grouped into
15 teams competing for the first prizes in the
modelling and coding challenges.

Stratcom
The important part of the hackathon preparation, execution and post analysis was strategic
communication plan. Developed with the experts from ACT Stratcom section it helped to target the
right audience and to improve the attractiveness of the event. Apart from using the more traditional
communication means (trifolds, presentations, emails), the event was from the very beginning present
on the ACT web site and social media; twitter and facebook.

Results
Modelling Challenge – Mission Threads
The Modelling Challenge was won by a team from HP
Enterprise (HPE). The HPE team recognized Federated
Mission Networking as a great opportunity to improve
information sharing between mission partners. It
recognized the considerable differences between the key
stakeholders on the practical exchange of operational
information, especially with non-military partners. They
looked at similar situations in the commercial sector where
lack of trust and issues with authority and security may
restrict collaboration. From there, the team developed a Figure 1. Modelling challenge winner - HPE Team.
proposal for a state-of-the-art solution in which an
independent trusted supplier would deliver a federated shared information platform. The selection
board recognized that this proposal will support the operationalization of the Mission Threads
Concept.
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Coding Challenge – C3 Taxonomies
The Coding Challenge was won by a team of three junior
officers from the Polish Military Application Services
Development Centre (PMASDC). This team developed a
cloud-based prototype for the extraction of architecture
data from the NATO C3 Taxonomy repository. The tool is
intuitive to use and doesn't require in-depth architectural
or programming knowledge for information management,
basic analytics and reports generation. The prototype
allowed to exchange the reports in several common
formats such as pdf, csv, rtf. Considering the short time Figure 2. Coding Challenger winner - PMASDC
that was available for the development, the selection
board was impressed by the elegant data representation and the modern user interface.

Conclusions
Participants in the 1st NATO EA Hackathon concluded that had been a useful event and a positive
experience that had pushed their technical limits within an atmosphere of trust and collaboration.
Early analysis of the results show that the team contributions have the potential to offer promising
techniques and proposals that will continue to increase the maturity of the EA discipline. The detailed
lessons learned during the planning and execution phase of the first EA Hackathon are at Appendix D.
Specific conclusion include:






The development work undertaken at this Hackathon event was undertaken by military and
civilian experts and was of the highest quality and provided at negligible cost.
As an approach to developmental problems, this event was truly innovative. Participants were
enthusiastic and worked long hours to find solutions to the two challenges that would
otherwise have taken a long time or a sizable budget.
The element of competition between teams from different industries, organizations or
academic centers was a major contributing factor to the success of this event.
Awards for winning teams or for extraordinary innovation by individuals should be
encouraged; recognizing that the cost incurred is minor compared to the benefit to NATO.

Recommendations
Detailed recommendation for each Challenge are included in their respective annex. The detailed list
of all the recommendations is at Annex C. The list below includes the top three.


The products developed during the Hackathon should remain in the open-source domain,
allowing all the participants to easily capitalize on the Hackathon outcome.



The products should be used to build an EA body of knowledge for the NATO and National
decision makers, architects, operational analysts and requirement engineers.



ACT should organize a second hackathon in the spring of 2017. Topics have not been selected
stakeholders are encouraged to send proposals to enterprisemapping@act.nato.int. Potential
topics need not be restricted to the EA discipline.
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Annex. A. Modelling Challenge
Introduction
The 1ST EA Hackathon Modelling Challenge was accepted by seven teams. On the first day of the EA
Hackathon the teams were given materials for a civilian-military cooperation scenario. Those materials
are available at [4]. Each team developed an independent solution and presented it to the Selection
Board. This annex contains description of the challenge, the presentations of the teams, their
accomplishments. It provides an entry point to the repository where the solutions are stored. Please
note that to access the repository a Tidepedia account is required (see Appendix D for the details).

Description
In January 2016 the NATO Military Committee approved the NATO
Mission Threads Concept. The definition of a Mission Thread is:
An operationally driven, technically supported description of the
end-to-end set of activities required to execute a mission or mission
task.
In order to successfully implement the new concept, the Alliance,
requires to standardize the approach to model and visualize mission threads. On top of that, mission
threads will need to be stored in a shared common repository, and a new exchange mechanism will
be required. This modelling challenge called for a given scenario to develop architectural views, the
underlying information model and a mission thread development method as the three main
components that, together, should provide the required tools for all stakeholders involved in the
lifecycle of a mission thread. The list of stakeholders includes, but is not limited to capability
developers, mission commanders, system engineers, operational analysts, IT service providers,
doctrine and training developers, etc.
Participants in this challenge were requested to develop solutions in one or more of three areas
described above – visualization, information model and development method. The developed
solutions were then be presented to a board of military Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) and NATO
system engineers for evaluation. Participants were encouraged to use the best industry practices,
tools and techniques for the completion of the task.
This challenge is expected to directly influence the implementation of the new NATO Mission Thread
Concept and the evolution of the NATO Architecture Framework (NAF), as well as the NATO Enterprise
Architecture Policy.
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Teams
Team 1 - TACOMS EA Team
The TACOMS EA team was composed of experts in
EA and Systems Engineering as well as experts in
MooD, a tool for EA and BI, from Front End AB in Sweden and MooD International
in Great Britain. Front End is a company specialized in Enterprise Architecture and
Requirements Engineering. MooD International is a company that helps large complex organisations
gain transparency and control of their business.
Team POC : Dr. Tommy Nordqvist, email: tommy.nordqvist@frontend.se
Team Links: www.frontend.se; www.moodinternational.com
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link

Solution.
The TACOMS EA Team presented the solution comprising three components: a method (see Figure 3),
an information model, and visualizations. The work was focused on the method that, according to the
team members, should be simple enough for use by non-architects. The idea of “citizen-architect”
reoccurred one more time during the meetings of architectural groups and aims at empowering other
users to satisfy the increasing demand for the architectural work. The method was based on AAP-48
and NAF 3.0 frameworks and utilized the C3 Taxonomy.

Figure 3. TACOMS EA Mission Thread Method proposal.

The TACOMS EA team also presented some ideas for the consideration including the need for
development of mission threads handbook that would include the use of C3 Taxonomy. The team also
highlighted that Mission Threads are more than just modelling of the information and information
flows.
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Team 4 - Agency Policy and Architecture Team
Team 4 represented Danish Policy and Architecture Agency. The team was formed
by combining members with military and civilian backgrounds.
Team POC : CDR Kim Holm, email: kimholm@mil.dk
Team Links: N/A
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link
Solution.
The Danish Agency Policy and Architecture Team adopted the best industry practices for architecture
development, CIS operations, and projects execution – TOGAF, ITIL and PRINCE2. The final solution
incorporated the legal aspects into the strategic level of the produced architecture (See Figure 4). The
legal framework needs to be recognized early on in the projects since it has significant impact on the
lower layers of the architectures, the team concluded.

Figure 4. CIV-MIL Interaction High Level Architecture.

It was stressed that architects need to shift focus of today’s development from basic email, voice
capabilities by moving into the information modelling domain. The team members also expressed the
need for the C3 Taxonomy’s further development and very likely the need for translation. It is not easy
for a civilian world to understand the C3 Taxonomy. Other reflections shared by the team included:
•

•

•

In the given case the proposed mechanisms for information sharing are inadequate, we would
challenge whether the business needs could be fulfilled e.g. the requirement to share the
Common Operational Picture (COP).
The relevant standards with associated profiles within NISP would have to be validated
through experimentation with the organisations expected to participate in the mission thread,
before deployment.
It is our understanding that in the given case, information is to be explicitly cleared and release
prior to sharing (NATO policy). This is indicative of NATO policies needing to be renegotiated
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and rewritten to facilitated seamless and timely information sharing with no human
interaction (end to end processes).

Team 5 - NoMagic@Syntell
The NoMagic@Syntell team was composed of Lars-Olof
Kihlström from Syntell AB, Edita Mileviciene and Barry Papke
from NoMagic Inc.
NoMagic is the developer of the Magic Draw suite of software
development, systems engineering and enterprise architecture
modelling tools. No Magic is a member of the OMG and co-chairs the UPDM working group.
Syntell is an independent consulting and training partner with proven methods for the development
and streamlining of operations, organization, processes and governance.
Lars-Olof Kihlström deals with enterprise architecture and MBSE projects. He participated in the
development of the NAF version 3.0 and 3.1 frameworks within the NAF revision syndicate. He was
project manager for MODEM, proposed by the UK as the new version of NAF. He is a member of the
architecture core team of the UPDM group within OMG.
Barry Papke is the Director of Professional Services for No Magic and manages training and consulting
with 30 years of systems engineering and modelling experience in the defence and aerospace
industries.
Edita Mileviciene is the product manager for the Cameo Enterprise Architecture tool from MagicDraw
tool group. Edita also has over 10 years’ experience in providing training and consultations in business
modelling, software modelling areas.
Team POC : Lars-Olof Kihlström, lars-olof.kihlstrom@syntell.se
Team Links: www.nomagic.com, www.syntell.se
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link

Solution.
The NoMagic@Syntell team have developed a comprehensive solution that covered a method, an
information model and visualizations (see Figure 5). The team emphasized the potential behind
mission threads that goes beyond traditional support of modelling for capability development, and
should also be used for the operational planning. The operationalization of this principle within an
enterprise would lead to major savings and avoid the “reinvent the wheel” trap. The analysis of the
requirements by the team lead to the conclusion that the real motivation behind the mission threads
concept is a call for an agile and resilient organization that could be quickly assembled from building
blocks by fitting them into existing standardized infrastructure [5].
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Figure 5. Mission Thread Lifecycle by NoMagic@Syntell

The team shared with the EA Hackathon participants the following recommendations:
•

Multiple tools, languages and architecture frameworks exist that can support Reference
Mission Thread development:





•

Recommend UAF and NATO 4.0
Develop a Mission Thread Profile (a capability within the language itself):
Mission Thread Specific Views
Mission Thread Specific Model Elements (Stereotypes)

Develop the Mission Thread Agile System Architecture



Not the architecture of a Mission Thread Model
This is the architecture of the enterprise that will be responsible for:
•
•
•
•

Tasking Mission Thread Development
Collection and Maintenance of the Reference Mission Thread Models
Definition and Maintenance of the Mission Thread Repository Infrastructure
Definition and management of the interface to the operational elements
responsible for Tailored Mission Thread generation
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•

Solicit input and participation from operational community representatives for definition of
the “Interoperability Views” and final operational products to be produced from the
architecture.

Team 11 - HP Enterprise
Bert Habraken and Roger Mallett formed the team representing Hewlett
Packard Enterprise (HPE) at the 1st EA Hackathon. HPE helps their customers
use technology to reduce the time it takes to turn ideas into value. In turn,
the company transforms industries, markets and lives. Some of HPE
customers run traditional IT environments. Most are transitioning to a secure, cloud-enabled, mobilefriendly infrastructure. Many rely on a combination of both.
Team POC : Bert Habraken, bert.habraken@hpe.com
Team Links: https://www.hpe.com/
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link

Solution.
The HPE team started the competition with a quick assessment of the problem described by the
challenge and identified the key factors to be addressed: lack of leadership and trust; access/data
restrictions; security and mechanism of information sharing. Once the problem was bounded the team
moved quickly to system level modelling to identify the key actors and the system components
required to fulfil requirements. The three key actors’ types identified included military, humanitarian
“Z entities” (not directly connected). The presented solution was leveraging existing technologies
including secure, managed portal, big data storage and processing, and back-up mechanism. The team
also assured the solution simplicity in order to make it easily scalable.

Figure 6. System View of HPE solution.
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The final product was simple, yet elegant solution (see Figure 6) satisfying the initial requirements,
and build on the existing capabilities. The focus on the essential requirements simplified the
architectural process, and provided pragmatic mechanism to deliver architectural views.

Team 6 - GBR Modelling Team (aka Old GitHub)
Chris Anderson and Paul Handisides from the UK companies Advanced
Systems Understanding Ltd and CoherenSEA Limited were joined by Ian
Scott of the UK MOD in the second part of the HACKATHON to form the
“Old GitHub”. The team demonstrated how various approaches to
Mission Thread analysis could be harmonised and used to exploit
Reference Architecture to achieve “Day Zero Interoperability”. They used
The UK Joint Expeditionary Force Operational Design Model and
Applications Characterisation Frameworks to model Campaign Planning
and Joint ISR Mission Threads. The Campaign Planning Mission Thread
demonstrated how it is possible to identify how TOPFAS would have to be configured to support the
mission, right down to file types and interfaces with other Functional Area Systems. They also showed
how the requirement for Information Services for Joint ISR solutions could be extracted in a usable
form quickly enough to support Communications and Information Systems planning at the start of a
mission.
Team POC : Chris Anderson, email:chris.anderson@asystsu.com
Team Links: N/A
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link
Solution.
The GBR Modeling Team in their solution to the challenge addressed all three requested aspects:
method, information model (see Figure 7) and visualizations. The method development covered the
reference and tailored mission threads, enabled effective communication among operational
community and technical community, and addressed the ownership aspect. Additionally the team
exploited the C3 taxonomy and analysed its usability in the mission threads development method. The
method developed could be characterized as a proven innovative approach, fostering traceability and
based on the existing standards.
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Figure 7. Information Model Developed by GBR Modelling Team.

The information model has been based on MODAF/UML metamodel and followed the principles of
the layered logical architecture. Worth mentioning is the proposal of key views required for the
governance processes.

Team 10 – Agents
Team “Agents” was composed of Nick Lambert and Gernot Friedrich, both
from NCI Agency, Service Engineering and Architecture Branch. Both team
members are currently actively involved in various activities covering the
development and implementation of new concepts such as Federated
Mission Networking and NATO Mission Threads. In their day jobs they
apply architecture thinking on a daily basis when providing guidance and
technical assurance to NATO common funded project implementations. They used the TOGAF
Framework to derive a tailored Mission Thread Development Method for NATO that will provide the
“glue” between the Operational or Business Architecture (Doctrine, Processes and Procedures) and
the Applications, Data and Technical Architectures.
Team POC : Dr. Gernot Friedrich, email: gernot.friedrich@ncia.nato.int
Team Links: https://www.ncia.nato.int
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link
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Solution.
The Agents team was not participating in the main competition and focused on the formalization of
mission Thread Development Method for NATO. The team was interacting with participants to capture
best practices and apply them within NATO context. During the final presentation of the solutions the
team went through the main requirements for mission threads as derived from the capstone concept.
The EA Hackathon participants had a chance to look at the plethora of to be affected policies and
doctrines in order to understand the impact of a new concept.

Figure 8. Segmentation of Mission Threads.

The Figure 8 above was used to present the lessons learned from the Afghanistan Mission Network
(AMN), and provided the starting point for the new method development.

Team 13 – iQubed
Team iQubed was composed by Joel Varanda and Paul Scott from NCI
Agency. Both team members are currently actively involved in NATO
Operational Functional Services Baseline project. This project upon
successful completion will provide a solid foundation for mission threads
centric architectures within NATO Enterprise.
Team POC: Joel Varanda, email: joel.varanda@ncia.nato.int
Team Links: https://www.ncia.nato.int
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link
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Solution.
The team approached the modelling challenge using the methodology developed under the NATO
funded Operational Functional Services (OPS FS) Baseline project (see Figure 9). This project recently
reoriented on the analysis of NATO mission threads and the challenges associated with the capture of
the operational processes in a multinational environment. Using the modelling challenge scenario the
team presented the proposed solution to the Hackathon audience, highlighting the complexity of
identifying end-to-end processes in interlinked operational environment of a Joint Task Force
headquarter. The team presented a set of recommendations including:




The need for a common modelling methodology and conventions.
The need for a common modelling repository
Agree upon and define NATO-National interfaces for Mission Threads

Figure 9. iQubed modeling approach used for OPS FS prject.

The proposed by iQubed team method included the following steps:









Build some views using common NAF views based on existing core operational processes
Use existing doctrine (Allied Joint Publications (AJPs) and Standard Operating
Procedures(SOPs)) as a baseline
Create the modelling artefacts required to model the ‘as-is’?, ‘as-was’? ‘as-is currently
written down!’
Use this as a baseline reference architecture
Try building a NATO Mission Thread using the baseline architecture.
Add to the reference architecture as required to satisfy the Mission Thread requirements
Feedback changes/addition into reference architecture
Don’t forget to validate!
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Annex. B. Coding Challenge
Introduction
The 1ST EA Hackathon Coding Challenge was accepted by six teams. On the first day of the EA
Hackathon teams were given C3 Taxonomy dataset in various formats [6] . Each team developed an
independent solution and presented it to the Selection Board. This annex includes description of the
challenge, the presentation of the teams, their accomplishments and provides reference to the
repository with the final products. Please note that to access the repository a Tidepedia account is
required (see Appendix D for the details).

Description
The C3 Taxonomy is a model that represents the concepts and
their relationships involved in all the life-cycle activities for
NATO's Consultation, Command and Control (C3) capabilities.
The NATO Enterprise has been using the C3 Taxonomy since
2012 when it was first endorsed by NATO C3 Board. The
multiple use cases vary in nature and include capability
definition, system design, verification and validation, capability harmonization and
programme/project management alignment. The use of the C3 taxonomy has expanded beyond NATO
Enterprise and includes NATO and Partner Nations that reuse it for their National developments. As
that growth continues, the C3 Taxonomy exchange mechanism and its software toolset need to be
simplified and standardized.
The C3 Taxonomy is hosted in the Enterprise Mapping (EM) wiki, which is based on the Semantic
MediaWiki software platform, and consists of a set of inter-related and hierarchically-organized
concepts. Many different architectural products can be generated by exploiting these semantic links.
A growing set of these products are built on a daily basis and posted on the EM wiki for their usage in
capability development related processes. Some of these products get eventually baselined for
reference.
To exploit information captured in the EM Wiki, a number of information access points are available.
Currently the EM Wiki allows users to create pages with powerful semantic queries, use the embedded
semantic exploration tools and download data in RDF format (a subset or the entire dataset) for
further processing in external applications and systems.
This coding challenge called for new, innovative approaches for C3 taxonomy presentation, data
exchange and processing. Participants were expected to propose solutions aimed at providing
mechanisms to consolidate information from various architectural repositories, enabling analytics, or
providing new visualizations. The technologies used may include modern cloud, mobile or analytics
platforms. Equally valuable will be any solutions embedded within existing commercial tools and
aimed to increasing productivity (e.g. MS office annotation add-on) or addressing multi- level security
domains.
The developed solutions were then be presented to a board of military SMEs and NATO System
engineers for evaluation. For the successful completion of the challenge working prototypes of the
solutions were required. Products of this challenge can be integrated into the NATO architecture
development environment to form a more robust toolset for architects and C3 taxonomy users.
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Teams
Team 15 - GBR Coding Team (aka Transmogrify)
Steve Anderson, from the UK company Advanced Systems Understanding Ltd, and Sidney Parkinson,
a fast stream Civil Servant from the UK MOD, formed Team Transmogrify. Steve’s
role at the Joint Expeditionary Force and Applications Characterisation Framework
Principle Modeller relies on reusing the NATO C3 Taxonomy to achieve coherence
between NATO and UK models.
Team POC : Steve Anderson, email: steve.anderson@asystsu.com
Team Links: N/A
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link

Solution.
The team wrote Python code to extract discrete sections of the C3 Taxonomy into the SparX EA
working environment so that models could be auto-generated. The script took specific text from the
web published taxonomy and selected useful relationships that could be related to the SparX EA
relationships to create a model of the Key Tasks (in this case an NOV-5b) that could be used in the
analysis of the Mission Thread that was the subject of the HACKATHON; the Humanitarian Aid and
Disaster Relief mission.

Figure 10. C3 Taxonomy imported into Sparx Enterprise Architect.

The Transmogrify team presented the future promising areas of development including:
•
•
•


Development of code to extract discrete sections of the C3 Taxonomy (see Figure 10) into
external working environments (tools)
Auto generation of models
Enhance C3 Taxonomy site GUI
Development of code to populate the C3 Taxonomy from external working environments
(tools)
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Team 2 - Comarch Wizzards
Comarch Wizzards team participated in the EA Hackathon by
bringing a group of the company’s top architects and
developers, including Cezariusz Marek, Marchin Koch and
Pawel Szlachta. Comarch is a global powerhouse specialised in the design, implementation and
integration of advanced IT services and software. The company’s solutions are specialised for realtime loyalty, customer engagement, Financial Services and BSS/OSS for Telecommunications.
Team POC : Cezariusz Marek, email: cezariusz.marek@comarch.pl
Team Links: http://www.comarch.pl/
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link

Solution
The solution developed by the Comarch team addressed one of the persistent challenges Enterprise
Architectures community is facing today – the seamless exchange of the architectural data among
repositories. The team developed XMI reports for exchange with CASE tools. The solution presented
is platform independent based on the open standard (XMI) and uses a pure java implementation.

Figure 11. Desktop client developed by Comarch.

The users of the solution have options to operate in batch, thin and thick (see Figure 11) client modes.
The foundational elements of the developed platform include RDF processing engine, REST services,
and two clients – desktop GUI and web browser.
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Team 3 - FRONT
Three junior polish military officers; 2Lt Marcin Perka, 2Lt Marcin Cieslewicz, and
2Lt Artur Stachurski from the Military Application Services Centre formed the team
to respond to the 1st EA Hackathon coding challenge. The officers are working in
the Military Application Services Development Centre. The centre responsibilities
include IT systems development and training for Polish Ministry of Defence.
Team POC : Marcin Perka, email: marcin.perka@wp.mil.pl
Team Links: http://rczpi.wp.mil.pl/pl/index.html
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link
Solution
The FRONT team developed a platform that greatly enhances C3 Taxonomy reporting capabilities
supported by data analysis and presentation capabilities. The solution built within the cloud
environment provided elegant data visualization (see Figure 12), modern UI, and comprehensive set
of reporting capabilities including pdf, csv, rtf, xls, jpeg formats. The solution was built using Microsoft
technology and programmed in C# language.

Figure 12. Web interface to FRONT solution.

Team 8 – Transformers
The team of Transformers was composed of two ACT engineers - MAJ Cedric Toutin
and Peter Woudsma. Both team members have many years of experience with
semantic technologies. Their regular job involves the development and maintenance
of semantic media wiki cluster at HQ SACT.
Team POC : MAJ Cedric Toutin, email: Cedric.Toutin@act.nato.int
Team Links: http://www.act.nato.int/
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: N/A
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Solution.
The team of Transformers built a prototype of a form using standard media wiki mark-up language
and semantics. The purpose was to create a search mechanism for users to select concepts or datasets
from a semantic wiki and automatically populate the form with the list of attributes and properties
contained within this concept. Similar in functionality to the default semantic search form (see Figure
13) where the options would be replaced by a fully automated user interface.

Figure 13. Semantic MediaWiki search form.

The anticipated risks for this development were that the MediaWiki problems with circular references
and recursive functions. Using different coding solutions the team found out that this form cannot
overcome the limitations in the MediaWiki software without server side programming. Like Thomas
Edison said, “Every failed experiment brings you closer to the solution”.

Team 9 – Innovators
The Innovators (Team 9) team was composed of Krzysztof Skurzak
(ACT architect), Jim Cargill (NCI Agency architect), and Paolo
Giordano (ACT STRATCOM expert). The team was built in an ad-hoc
manner on the site. The multi-organizational composition of the
team helped to look at the problem space from two different
perspectives –
service consumer vs services provider, and allowed to reshape the final solution to better meet the
coding challenge requirements.
Team POC : Krzysztof Skurzak, email: Krzysztof.Skurzak@act.nato.int
Team Links: http://www.act.nato.int
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link
Solution.
Many architectural activities, including the development and maintenance of C3 Taxonomy, rely on
the semantic media-wiki platform. Powerful in the flexibility, and enabling rapid development
platform adheres to the BASE (Basic Availability, Soft-state, Eventual consistency) paradigm.
Consequently the use of the rich reporting capabilities available for the relational databases (ACID Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, Durable) is limited. The team developed the prototype solution RDF2SQL - that would allow to connect the both worlds and enable to use the best parts of each. Using
RDF file as a starting point the team created data models that could be used to create relational
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database and populate them with the content. The concept has been expressed as a five steps process
as follows:






RDF to SQL (single triplets table) - completed
Semantic MediaWiki schema visualization generation – completed (see Figure 14)
SQL schema generation – partially completed
Population of SQL schema – partially completed
Analyse, processing and reporting of data with the relational database analyse and reporting
tools

Figure 14. A part of semantic media wiki schema.

The solution developed by the team is using open source products including PostgreSQL, Python,
Graphviz and Eclipse IDE.

Team 14 – Challengers
Two engineers David Cooper and Tomasz Rakowski possessing strong ITC background
were representing ACT by forming the Challengers team. They work daily on various
transformational initiatives at HQ SACT including Federated Mission Networking,
Cyber Defense and C2 Focus Area. Both represent ACT on various technological fora.
Team POC : David Cooper, email: David.Cooper@act.nato.int
Team Links: http://www.act.nato.int/
Team Repository: Link
Team Final Presentation: Link

Solution.
The Challengers team has developed three distinct solutions to the challenge. The first one is a script
exporting semantic media-wiki to XLSX format that allows multiple worksheets use, grouping of data
and use of forms. The solution may be used for Federated Mission Networking (FMN) Spirals, and
project increments export. The second solution presented was export/import mechanism from
semantic media wiki to CASE tools. The use of XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) Open Management
Group specification provided architects ability to use external tools (e.g. Enterprise Architect) for
visual modelling.
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Figure 15. Semantic Media Wiki Distributed Editing Concept

The last element that Challengers were looking at was semantic media wiki distributed editing concept
(see Figure 15). Once implemented the solution would allow architects that share media wiki platform
and apply check out/check in process, well known from traditional source code repositories (csv,
github, etcetera…)
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Annex. C. Recommendations


















Institutionalize the EA Hackathon capitalizing on already developed framework and already
proven value generation potential
Incorporate the produced architectural artefacts into Mission Threads development method for
NATO
Develop the NATO Enterprise Body of Knowledge
Establish a software baseline from the software packages produced
Expose the products of the Hackathon to wider community
Apply the EA Hackathon framework as an effective means to solve non-trivial problems
Invite Architecture CaT and Interoperability CaT to participate in the future events
Disseminate the report to NLRs, NIAG, NCIA, C3B, C3B Architecture CaT, C3B Interoperability
CaT, Architecture Management Group, Architecture Staff at C3Saff
Engage early on with Academia using ACT and other NATO channels to assure higher presence of
students and academia faculty
Enable industry sponsorship by developing and offering sponsorship packages
Consider remote participation using modern technologies (Periscope, GitLab, Wikis, more …)
Consider using NLRs to reach out to potential participants.
Consider TIDE Sprint a platform that provides the problem statements (challenges) for the future
EA Hackathon.
Develop Hackathon Management Plan to address resourcing needs
It should be considered to allow for more time on the first day to present the problem statement
Consider more interactive sessions among groups
Consider daily status updates, and progress reports from the teams
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Annex. D. Tidepedia Account
In order to obtain access to Tidepedia portal submit account request via e-mail
to tide@act.nato.int with the following data:
 First and Last Name
 Organization – including command/agency/company name and country
 Sponsor (if the organization is non-military)
 E-mail address
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Web Presence:
 First-ever EA Hackathon - ACT website
o http://www.act.nato.int/first-ever-nato-enterprise-hackathon
 EA Hackathon Concludes in Poland - ACT website
o http://www.act.nato.int/nato-s-first-enterprise-architecture-hackathon-concludes-inpoland
 1ST EA Hackathon – Tidepedia
o https://tide.act.nato.int/tidepedia/index.php/EA_Hackathon_(4-8_Apr_2016)
 NATO Hackathon in Poland - Polish MOD website
o http://en.mon.gov.pl/news/article/latest-news/natos-first-enterprise-architecturehackathon-concludes-in-poland-b2016-04-11/
 EA Hackathon LinkedIn
o https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/first-ever-nato-enterprise-architecture-hackathonporkolab-ph-d EA Hackathon – Polish MOD (Polish language)
o http://mon.gov.pl/aktualnosci/artykul/najnowsze/polacy-zwyciezcami-natowskiegokonkursu-z2016-04-11/
 EA Hackathon Computer World (Polish Language)
o http://www.pcworld.pl/news/405067/Hackathon.NATO.polscy.zolnierze.najlepsi.html
 EA Hackathon - Cyberdefense24 (Polish Language)
o http://www.cyberdefence24.pl/345678,polacy-wygrali-hackathon-zorganizowany-przeznato
 EA Hackathon - Wprost (Polish Language)
o https://www.wprost.pl/kraj/535724/Polacy-zwyciezcami-natowskiego-konkursu.html
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